
Grants Application  
 

Application Details 

Fund Holehird Trust 19/20 (Groups) Application no 21515b 

Project cost £9,488.00 Amount 
requested 

£3,000.00 

Amount 
recommended 

£1,000.00 Grants Officer Ellen Clements 

 

Applicant Details 

Organisation Lakes Alive 

Post Town 
 

KENDAL District South Lakeland 

Grant Priority 2 Index of Multiple 
Deprivation 

142 

Aims of the 
group 

Lakes Alive is a not-for-profit festival celebrating landscape, people and place. We 
aim to actively engage and inspire audiences to reflect upon the world around them 
and their role within it  by making cultural experiences available free of charge to the 
widest possible audience. 
 Responsible for generating its own income, it is 60% funded by Arts Council England, 
with the remaining 40% funded from a portfolio of Local bodies, Councils and Trusts 
and Funds. Lakes Alive is hosted by the Lake District National Park (subject to a 
separate audit) and a steering group formed of cultural leaders from across the 
county, led by Festival director Phillippa Haynes. 

 

Previous Funding Details 

No. of grant 
applications 

1 
 

No. of 
approved 
grants 

0 Total Amount 
Awarded 

£0.00 

   

Project Details 

Project title Musician and workshop costs for LOOM festival 

Project detail We would like to invite award winning musician and composer Jack McNeill  
https://www.jackmcneill.co.uk/  and his Propellor Ensemble to perform at Lakes Alive, 
and to work with c.20 young amateur musicians from across South Lakeland in a 
series of free day long workshops which will teach them new skills and inspire them to 
compose work using sounds and influences from their surroundings.   
Propellor is a cross-genre ensemble with an ambitious vision. Twelve soloists, writers 
and ensemble players have come together from a diverse range of backgrounds to 
create an immersive live experience as they create an audio-visual performance 
mapping our collective experience of water, charting its journey backwards from the 
sea to the sky.  www.propellorensemble.com 
 
Loom (derived from the Cumbrian word meaning the slow and silent movement of 
water in a deep pool) combines recordings, specific to the region, across waves, 
wetlands and water channels with virtuosic instrumental writing, live electronics and 
video projection to produce an immersive live experience, challenging perceptions of 
genre and performance space. 
 
Participants will be taught how to capture and use these sounds when composing and 
result in small groups producing their own 2-3 minute performance which will be 
premiered before the performance of Loom at Lakes Alive, three times over the Lakes 
Alive festival weekend (7th and 8th of September). It will be free to attend and is a 
standing performance where audiences are free to move and explore the space. 

Need We have consulted with Cumbria Cultural Education Partnership, Cumbria Music Hub 
and have discussed the programme with local Secondary School Teachers to 
establish the best methods of communication, outreach practice and teaching.  
Conversations have been very positive and have inspired a great deal of interest from 
music teachers and service providers.   
 
Through our external festival evaluators Fuze Metrics, we have also gathered 



thoughts and opinions during the Lakes Alive festival audiences. Last year 95% 
responded that it was very important or important to them that Lakes Alive gets its 
audience actively involved in arts activities. 
We had 5,400 participants in our programmes last year and 100% of those surveyed 
agreed or strongly agreed that they had gained a better understanding of other 
peoples' ideas, thoughts or lives, and agreed or strongly agreed that they had gained 
new skills through the process. 
 
As a prior resident of the area Jack McNeill also has a strong set of contacts 
throughout the Music Education Network and we anticipate this being a popular 
programme. 
 
‘This sounds like a brilliant opportunity. It’s so rare to get to work on a project that 
fuses traditional with new technologies – and I love the idea that it really changes the 
idea of an average classical concert’ Adam Walton, Amateur Musician, Kendal 
 
'Educational organisers in the area are really looking to diversify their music offer and I 
think this will be a popular project. The area really lacks this type of programme, as 
well as cultural investment as a whole' Gilli, Cumbria Cultural Education Partnership 

Disadvantage The scheme will be open to amateur musicians between the ages of 16-25. As a rural 
community, residents of South Lakeland experience fewer opportunities and access to 
a diverse range of musicians, composers, ensembles and art forms than those in 
other areas of the country. While established orchestras such as the Westmorland 
provide a good platform for learning, there are few free tools that can help young 
musicians to experiment with different genres and artforms.  Research currently being 
undertaken by the Cultural Education Partnership has indicated that there is a 
significant lower level of cultural investment in Cumbria compared to other regions of 
the UK. Combined with cultural cuts by education providers, where schools have had 
to choose arts over their music offer, means this maybe the first time some young 
people may be able to attend masterclasses outside formal education and/or with a 
professional composer who has experience working nationally with a broad range of 
genres and ensembles. 
 
We partner with Great Place Lakes and Dales which has identified a 44% deficit in the 
number of 16-35 year olds in the Grasmere to Skipton corridor compared to the 
national average. Research indicates that the lack of this demographic living and 
interacting with the cultural industries is down to a wide range of issues, including; lack 
of prospect, transport, accessibility and often a feeling that activities are ’not for them’.  
The difficulties in forming social networks in rural areas was also touched upon, along 
with the lack of opportunity for skills and career development. This project will use 
resources as a Great Place partner to extend the cultural offer and overcome these 
barriers, offering a workshop which will open new doors to those who take part, a 
valuable experience and a chance to meet with likeminded people.  

Benefits The project will disseminate a new skills set to young and amateur musicians, who 
wouldn’t otherwise get the opportunity to work with a nationally accredited composer, 
who originates from their area and with whom they can identify with. McNeill grew up 
in South Lakeland and has since worked with a number prestigious music groups 
including the London Symphony Orchestra. This will be the first time the project will 
come to Cumbria after a national tour. 
 
Over three one-day masterclasses, the groups will work with McNeill and three 
members of his ensemble (specific to the participants preference in instrument) to 
explore their surroundings, record and create a musical piece that will respond to the 
noises they have captured. These masterclasses will provide access to equipment 
and an introduction to new technologies as well as encouraging participants to get into 
the great outdoors. 
 
Participants will gain confidence alongside the proven health and wellbeing benefits of 
growing their creative practice as well as meeting and networking with likeminded 
people from across the area. 
 
The scheme will raise aspirations, inspire a higher level of attainment and provide a 



platform for young musicians to perform at an accredited festival, which may be their 
first step towards forming their own group or composition. Each participant will leave 
with a recording of their own piece, as well as photos and experience to add to their 
CV or portfolio. 
 
This is one of 20-25 engagement opportunities Lakes Alive hosts in South Lakeland 
every year. To continue our on-going Arts Council Support we must source a diverse 
set of funding and continue to reach out and support a wide range of cultural 
interested and skills across the area. 

Measure We will evaluate and analyse the impact of our work in two ways: through the 
workshops themselves and at the Lakes Alive festival through Fuze Metrics.  
 
On arrival we will ask participants their ages, how often they engage with a diverse 
range of events and how often they feel they have a chance to try something new and 
diversify their skills sets.  We will ask these questions again at the end of the 
processes, as well as asking how they feel about their own skills, and what the 
opportunity has inspired them to do next. 
 
Through Fuze Metrics we will also be able to gather data from the audiences that will 
attend the performances - in terms of demographics, their enjoyment, and how well 
they felt the project met the needs of the local community, and how they might join in 
or be inspired to participate in future. 

After funding 
ends 

Loom is currently a one off activity happening throughout the summer of 2019, 
however we hope that it will begin to build a relationship with the cultural education 
partnerships and music networks that will develop in years to come. This will be the 
fourth year of the Lakes Alive festival and we are ambitious in the long term cultural, 
social and economic impacts we aspire to bring to the South Lakeland area. 

No of 
beneficiaries 

500 No of volunteers 20 

  

Expenditure 

 
Operational costs: £1,600.00 
Musicians Fees - 12 x 2 days = £ 4000 
Workshop leader & supporting ensemble leaders x 
3 days = £1250 
Productions costs ( recording equipment, projection 
and PA) = £1450 
Travel Contributions = £378 

Office, Overhead, Premises Costs: £1,400.00 
Venue Hire - performance - 900 
Venue Hire - Workshop - 300 
Misc Production costs - £100 
 
Publicity costs:  
Contribution to Festival Marketing (16k budget) 200 
Photographer (for participants  portfolios) 100 

 

Income 

Amount of 
funding raised 
so far 

£6,488.00 SLDC £1500, Arts Council £2000, LNDPA £1300, Inkind 
£1688 for this project 

Applying 
Elsewhere 

Yes £3000 

  

Assessment 

Assessor’s 
comments  

The application is from Lakes Alive, a not-for -profit festival that is hosted by the Lake 
District National Park Authority. Formed in 2016, the organisation provide a variety of 
installations, exhibitions and workshops as part of the annual arts festival within the 
national park. The current application concerns an element of the Lakes Alive Festival 
that is to be hosted in Kendal. The contributory funding will allow amateur musicians 
and young people to work with the award winning composer Jack Neill and his 
propeller Orchestra. The workshops will allow the participants to engage with the 
natural surroundings to compose and produce audio-visual recordings. The Orchestra 
will also perform at the festival. Lakes Alive ensure their activities are free of charge so 
as to engage with the widest audience possible. 
The full cost of the Kendal event is £9,488, with the current application requesting 
£3,000. Although hosted by the LDPNA, the organisation have their own discreet set 
of accounts. The organisation receive around 60% of their total funding from the Arts 



Council, with the remainder being sought from a variety of funds, trusts and bodies 
(e.g.. in 2018, funding was received from the Hadfield Trust and the National Lottery). 
Recommend a contribution if funds allow and the application will go to one of our other 
funds to help towards the project costs. 
Priority - Children & Young People 
Charitable objectives - to provide the activities to beneficiaries. 

 


